Oaks afford a unique insight into the history of our landscape, flora, and vegetation. Oaks have been among the dominant trees of eastern North American forests and woodlands for approximately 10,000 years (Abrams 1992). Between 8,000 and 3,000 years ago, oaks spread to distributions close to those we observe today (Webb 1981). The landscape between the prairies of the Great Plains and the eastern deciduous forest had by that time settled into a broad transition zone in which prairie, woodland, and savanna shifted with the dynamics of climate and fire (Anderson and Bowles 1999). Some oak species in this region could persist below ground for decades as their shoots were regularly burned to the ground, growing to maturity only when a break in fire frequency allowed their stump sprouts to grow (Kline 1997). The oldest oaks still growing have borne witness to fires, changes in forest structure and composition, and substantial anthropogenic landscape changes. These old oaks sustain large numbers of mammals, birds, and insects. Blue jays, squirrels, and, previously, passenger pigeons have eaten, hoarded, and dispersed acorns in vast quantities (Johnson and Adkisson 1986; Keator and Bazell 1998; Price 1999, ch. 1), and civilization rests in part on the structural and nutritional properties of oaks (Logan 2005). It is hard for a North American naturalist to imagine a landscape without oaks.

At the same time, oaks are remarkable for their ability to stump botanists. Even where there are only a few species to choose from, we often struggle to put a name on oaks in the field, and annotations on many herbarium specimens capture decades of disagreement. Oaks are noto-
riously promiscuous, with closely related species able to exchange genes seemingly at will. Pioneering work by James Hardin in the 1970s demonstrated hybridization among 14 of the 16 white oak group species of eastern North America, with hybridization occurring almost anywhere that different white oak species grow in sympatry (Hardin 1975). In the era of DNA-based taxonomy, hybridization has been demonstrated numerous times using chloroplast and nuclear data (Whittemore and Schaal 1991, Dumolin-Lapegue et al. 1997, Curtu et al. 2007, Cavender-Bares and Pahlich 2009). For this reason, oaks have been described by two leaders in the field of speciation as a “worst case scenario for the biological species concept” (Coyne and Orr 2004, p. 43). Our understanding of the depth and orientation of genetic boundaries, our concepts of what constitutes a plant species, and our ability to differentiate morphologically similar species are tangled up in the oaks.

A worst case in a genus of worst cases

The Western Great Lakes endemic Hill’s oak (also known as northern pin oak) (*Quercus ellipsoidalis*; Plate 1) is distinguished by the number of workers who have puzzled over its taxonomic status and proper identification (Trelease 1919; Jensen 1977, 1984; Overlease 1977, 1991; Maycock et al. 1980; Shepard 2009). Hill’s oak is a member of the black oak group, *Quercus* section *Lobatae*, a New World lineage of more than 100 species, of which approximately 75 are found in Mexico and 35 in North America north of Mexico. The section is easily recognized in the field by the presence of bristles or awns on the tips of the lobes (in, for example, *Q. velutina*, *Q. rubra*, *Q. shumardii*, *Q. palustris*) or leaf apex if the leaf is unlobed (for example, *Q. imbricaria*, *Q. phellos*, *Q. pumila*). Most species in the group also mature acorns over two seasons.

In habitat, Hill’s oak ranges from dry sandstone bluffs, oak barrens, and sand savannas to seasonally wet sandy soils and dry-mesic forests in clayey soils. The tree is particularly common in woodlands of northeastern Illinois. Typical Hill’s oaks have deeply lobed leaves with more-or-less C-shaped sinuses; leaf undersides that are smooth or at most sparsely pubescent; terminal buds that are silky-pubescent on the distal (upper) third to two-thirds; and acorn caps that are smooth to sparsely pubescent on the inner surface, with scales on the upper surface that have tightly appressed tips. In these characters, Hill’s oak is similar to the more widespread eastern North American scarlet oak (*Q. coccinea*; Plate 2), and in fact it was commonly
identified as scarlet oak when first viewed by botanists in the late nineteenth century.

In 1891, Reverend Ernest J. Hill encountered a few populations in the area around Glenwood and Calumet Park, Cook County, Illinois that he identified as scarlet oak “with some misgivings.” With further study, Hill judged that the leaf coloration in fall, bark texture, and acorn shape sufficiently distinguished the tree from scarlet oak to warrant its recognition as a separate species, and he published his description of the species in the *Botanical Gazette* in 1899. Subsequent to this work, many botanists accepted that Hill’s oak was found throughout the upper Midwest to the exclusion of scarlet oak. However, the distinction between Hill’s oak and scarlet oak is not always clear. At their morphological extremes, scarlet oak and Hill’s oak are readily distinguishable. Typical scarlet oak has larger leaves and terminal buds; acorn cap scales with broad, glossy bodies and tips tending to be narrow and somewhat elongate/acuminate; and concentric rings of pits around the exposed (stylar) end of the acorn nut that appear as though they were scratched with an etching needle or burned into the acorn. Hill’s oak has smaller leaves and terminal buds; acorn cap scales with dull or pubescent bodies and relatively short apices; and usually no rings around the tip of the acorn cap, occasionally one or two small rings. But these characters overlap in the greater Chicago region, especially northwestern Indiana, and as a consequence the taxonomy of these two species has remained in flux.

We began a study at The Morton Arboretum in 2005 to investigate whether Hill’s oak, scarlet oak, and the widespread black oak (*Quercus velutina*; Plate 3) are genetically distinct from

---

**Plate 2.** Scarlet oak (*Quercus coccinea*), showing leaf and acorns; detail of the stylar end of the acorn illustrates the concentric rings typical of this species. While typical scarlet oak does possess these rings, and typical Hill’s oak does not, we have found several specimens of Hill’s oak that have one ring or, less commonly, two concentric rings of pits at the stylar end of the acorn. In Hill’s oak, these rings are mostly solitary when present, 2.75–3.5 (–5) mm in diameter, but in scarlet oak, they are commonly 2 or more and greater than 3.5 mm in diameter. Vouchers of the illustrated specimens are deposited at the herbarium of The Morton Arboretum: A.Hipp & C.Kirschbaum #2627 (Wayne National Forest, Lawrence Co., OH; acorn largely enclosed in cupule, leaf and branch with immature acorns), A.Hipp #3107 (Tinley Creek Forest Preserve, Cook Co. IL; mature acorn, side view and stylar end detail). Illustration by Rachel Davis.
one another. My primary collaborator in this project, Jaime Weber, and I have sampled oaks from 58 sites (Figure 1) and genotyped nearly 700 hill's and black oaks as well as populations of scarlet oak from Missouri, southern Illinois, southern Ohio, and upstate New York, and of the related species red oak (Q. rubra), Shumard's oak (Q. shumardii), and pin oak (Q. palustris).

We are currently investigating three basic questions. First, are hill's oak and scarlet oak genetically distinct from one another? Do they show the genetic separation we expect of distinct species? can we use genetic data to identify morphologically problematic populations in northwestern Indiana and southern Michigan that confound our efforts to understand the natural distribution of Hill’s oak and scarlet oak? Second, do local populations of Hill’s oak and black oak exhibit gene flow, and does genetic intermediacy between these species correlate with morphological intermediacy? Finally, what is the evolutionary history of black oak members, and what can this history tell us about the process of oak diversification?

Plate 3. Black oak (Quercus velutina), showing leaf and acorns. The loose apices of the acorn cap scales in typical black oak give the cap a fringed appearance clearly visible in the field. In both Hill’s oak and scarlet oak, the acorn cap scale apices are more nearly appressed to the underlying scales, giving the cap a smooth appearance. An important but less recognized character for distinguishing black oak is the pubescence on the inner surface of the acorn cap, which is dense and matted in black oak only (illustrated in Hipp et al. in press). Vouchers of the illustrated specimens are deposited at the herbarium of The Morton Arboretum: A.Hipp #3087 (Hoosier Prairie, Lake Co., IN; leaf), J.Hitz & A.Hipp 100505-13 [TAL-013] [Taltree Arboretum, Porter Co., IN; acorns]. Illustration by Rachel Davis.
Figure 1. Map of species distributions, with sampling localities. The distribution of Hill's oak (*Quercus ellipsoidalis*) is mapped in dark grey, the distribution of scarlet oak (*Q. coccinea*) in light grey. Speckling indicates counties in which both species have been reported. Dots indicate sites where species were sampled for the current study. Note that only pin oak (*Q. palustris*) was sampled from the northern Ohio locality. Base map adapted from Hipp and Weber 2008, with Indiana distribution according to Biagi and Jensen 1995.

Growing in a forest understory, this seedling of scarlet oak (left) shows relatively deep lobing of the leaves compared to those of a black oak seedling (right). Chemung County, New York.
Hill’s oak and scarlet oak: two different gene pools

We began our work uncertain as to whether Hill’s oak and a genetically distinct scarlet oak were both present in the Chicago region. We also did not know whether we would be able to distinguish closely related species at all using genetic data. Previous workers in the region had found that microsatellite data, which is generated by surveying the genome for rapidly evolving repetitive DNA regions, is not consistently able to distinguish such species as white oak and its relatives [Craft and Ashley 2006] or members of the black oak group [Aldrich et al. 2003]. We decided to utilize the amplified fragment length polymorphism [AFLP] technique to genotype trees in this study. The AFLP approach is a shotgun-type approach used for DNA fingerprinting and genome scanning. The method entails cutting the genome of an organism into a large number of pieces at arbitrary points in the genome, then using the size dis-
Scarlet oak trunk, illustrating the planed-off appearance of the bark ridges, reminiscent of (though less pronounced than) red oak. Shawnee National Forest, Gallatin County, Illinois.
tribution of the DNA fragments to estimate genetic similarity between organisms. The disadvantages of AFLP data relative to microsatellite and DNA sequence data is that without directly sequencing AFLP markers, one generally has to assume that markers of a given length are identical by descent and that each marker represents a gene region independent of all others sampled, in which we can identify alleles that are present but not alleles that are absent. These facts render the data less useful for population genetic studies than microsatellite data, but the ability to sample large numbers of genes across the entire oak genome is desirable if we are to detect genetic differentiation even in the presence of interspecific gene flow.

All analyses we have conducted demonstrate a strong separation of scarlet oak from the other species investigated, stronger than the separation between Hill’s oak and black oak (Figure 2). It is important to note that genetic divergence alone does not make a species. It has long been recognized that there can be strong genetic differentiation among populations within species (Ehrlich and Raven 1969). However, when genetic divergence between two putative species exceeds genetic differentiation between other closely related taxa recognized as being distinct at the species level, and when this differentiation is associated with geographic distance (allopatry; Figure 1), most biologists are inclined to recognize the taxa as distinct species. The divergence between scarlet oak and Hill’s oak must be explained either as divergence between two species or as genetic divergence within a single, wide-ranging species. Although geographic distance may play a role in the strong separation between these two species, we have found in follow-up analyses (Hipp and Weber 2008; Hipp et al. unpubl.) that there is little association between genetic differentiation and geographic distance in black oak across a similar geographic range. When we sample Hill’s oaks of northwestern Indiana and southern Michigan that are morphologically similar to scarlet oak (e.g. Figure 2, individual TAG-027), for the most part they do not appear...
to be genetically similar to scarlet oak, though the genotypes of a small number of samples we have collected in northwest Indiana suggest that scarlet oak may be present in that area. It is significant that we find very few individuals with genotypes intermediate between Hill's oak and scarlet oak. Naturally-occurring scarlet oak also appears to be rare in the range of Hill's oak, with a few exceptions. First, as indicated above, our data suggest that scarlet oak may be present in northwest Indiana, based on a few specimens that are genetically intermediate between Hill's oak and scarlet oak. However, the one specimen we sampled from northwest Indiana that appears morphologically to be unambiguous scarlet oak (TAG-027) genotypes as pure Hill's oak, and results at other sites where scarlet oak is not present (e.g., central Wisconsin) suggest that occasional genetic assignment discrepancies between Hill's oak and scarlet oak may be a consequence of genetic similarity between the two species. Our findings on this bear more detailed follow-up work. Second, we have genotyped a few trees from a stand of scarlet oaks and other southern Illinois trees previously reported from Tinley Creek Forest Preserve, Cook Co., IL (Shepard 2005). Scarlet oaks from this site are the only trees in our study to genotype as pure scarlet oak in the Great Lakes region, with no evidence of introgression from Hill's oak or black oak. However, they appear to have been planted in the twentieth century, as they occur on former oldfield habitat (pers. obs.). Moreover, smaller trees from an adjacent forest margin genotype as scarlet oak as well, though with minimal evidence of introgression from Hill's oak, and may be natural offspring of these introduced trees. These facts notwithstanding, the strong genetic disjuncture we see between Hill's oak and scarlet oak gives us a great deal of confidence that the morphological intermediacy between them (Shepard 2009) has more to do with intraspecific morphological variation than with gene flow between them. Hill’s oak and scarlet oak are distinct species.

Black oak and Hill's oak: gene flow, but not as much as you might think

Having determined that Hill’s oak and scarlet oak are genetically distinct from one another, we were interested in understanding the source of genetic similarity between black oak and Hill’s oak. In northern Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan, distinguishing these two species from each other is not always straightforward. As is the case with Hill’s oak and scarlet oak, specimens that lie at morphological extremes are easy to identify: typical black oak has large, densely pubescent terminal buds; acorn caps with loose scales and dense, matted pubescence on the inner surface; and leaves that are often pubescent, even roughly so, tending to be less deeply lobed than those of Hill's oak. However, morphological intermediates are not uncommon (though with good material they are less common than people may suspect), and our first thought was that morphological intermediacy might be predicted well by genetic interme-

Inner surface of a black oak acorn cap (left) shows the matted pubescence typical of the species while the inner surface of a Hill's oak acorn cap (right) is typically hairless.
diacy. Our attempt to place morphologically intermediate individuals on our ordinations suggests something different: specimens with mature winter buds and/or acorns as well as reasonably intact leaves and that nonetheless have characteristics of both Hill's oak and black oak genotype across a wide range of the two species rather than in a position intermediate between them (Figure 2). Other researchers have found similar discrepancy between morphological and molecular estimates of admixture (e.g., Craft et al. 2002, González-Rodríguez et al. 2004), which may be a product of the complex history of crosses and back-crosses expected in a group of outcrossing, readily hybridizing species like the oaks.

Subsequent analysis of our full set of sampled individuals demonstrates a few misclassifications between black oak and Hill’s oak, i.e., incongruence between our identifications based on morphology and the population assignments based on genetic data: 14 black oak out of 286 sampled have > 0.20 assignment to Hill's oak in a commonly used Bayesian population genetic analysis approach. This mismatch between genetic and morphological species assignments is a hallmark of introgressive hybridization and has been reported previously in oaks (Muir et al. 2000) in demonstrating that while oaks do hybridize, there are enough barriers to interspecific gene flow to make oak taxonomy a meaningful enterprise.

Phylogeny of the black oaks: a little information, a lot to learn

Our work going forward is aimed at understanding how these species and their relatives are related, and how contemporary gene flow and evolutionary history interact to define the limits of today's oak species. Utilizing a larger AFLP dataset and species sampling, we have found that Hill’s oak and scarlet oak are sister
View from High Knob, overlooking a forest of white and scarlet oak. Shawnee National Forest, Gallatin County, Illinois.
species, meaning that they share a more recent common ancestor than either shares with black oak, red oak, pin oak, or any other species. The morphological overlap we see between Hill's oak and scarlet oak suggests that the two species may have inherited a similar pool of characteristics from a recent common ancestor, though these characteristics were inherited in differing proportions.

This finding is particularly interesting in light of the distribution of Hill's oak and scarlet oak. Hill's oak is the only oak species endemic to the Great Lakes region (Abrams 1992) and is distributed almost exclusively in glaciated terrain. It is tolerant of disturbance and has been characterized as the most drought-tolerant of the black oak species (Coladonato 1993), though it appears to be less common than black oak in the driest sand soils of northern Illinois. Its geographic range also overlaps closely with the distribution of dry soil oak savannas in the Great Lakes region (Will-Wolf and Stearns 1999). Scarlet oak, on the other hand, is distributed predominantly south of the edge of the ice sheet at the last glacial maximum. While also tolerant of disturbance and favoring dry sandy or gravelly soils, scarlet oak is not uncommon in mature forests in more mesic soils (Carey 1992). Given the broad geographic extent of scarlet oak and the compressed distribution of hardwood forests during the glacial maximum (Delcourt and Delcourt 1984), these two species likely co-occurred for at least a portion of the Pleistocene. Why, then, has Hill's oak migrated into postglacial environments while scarlet oak is largely confined to unglaciated terrain? It may be that differences in cold tolerance between the two species govern their relative distributions. Hill's oak may also be more tolerant of disturbance or of higher pH or finer soil texture. If so, it may have been more able to take advantage of newly opened territory as the vegetation of the savanna regions around the Great Lakes shuffled around rapidly following glacial retreat. This capacity to respond to relatively rapid environmental change may bode well for Hill's oak in the future. In the shorter term, our growing understanding of oak evolutionary relationships and ecology should allow us to address basic questions about oak distribution and speciation, and guide predictions about how tree species will respond to future climatic and environmental changes.
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